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Recently updated Controlled Alien Species regulation include schedules with a focus on aquatic species
that ‘pose a risk to property, wildlife or wildlife habitat’- brought into force Dec. 18th, 2012. For the
actual regulations see: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/fw/wildlifeactreview/cas/

Prohibited Live Species: Schedule 3
Under Schedule 3 a number of fish species found in the live food and / or aquarium trade were listed:
Family Channidae :

all Asian & African Snakeheads

Family Cobitae :

Oriental weatherfish (or weather loach)

Family Cyprinidae:

‘Asian carps’ (specifically grass, silver, bighead and black carps);
Bitterlings (genus Rhodeus); Tench ; White cloud mountain minnow

Family Gobidae:

Gobies (round, monkey, tubenose and Amur gobies)

Family Ictaluridae:

All species (bullheads, madtoms & channel catfishes)

Family Poecilidae :

Western mosquitofish

Prohibited Species (Alive or Dead): Schedule 4
Under Schedule 4 freshwater mussels that pose a major risk to BC were listed
Zebra, quagga, and Conrad’s false mussels
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Prohibited for Schedule 3 &4 species is:
-Possession.*
-Breeding.*
-Release into BC waters or allow an individual to be released or escape.
-Allowing a mussel to come into contact with BC waters.
-Transport.*
*Exemptions for Accredited Zoo or Aquarium and Certified Research Institutes

Regulations allows for officer to do:
Wildlife Act enables officers to stop, inspect and seize equipment and species that are illegal to possess.
December 2012 amendments:
-Allow officers to issue a ‘decontamination order’ for mussels
-Based on observed mussels or origin of the boat
-Offence not to comply with an order
-Includes restrictions on any waste water

Penalties
Allowing an Aquatic Invasive Species to escape for a first time offender:
•

fines ranging from $2,500 to a maximum of $250,000; or

•

a term of imprisonment not exceeding two years; or both a fine and a sentence

Failing to comply with an officer’s order to remove mussels from boats and equipment for a first time
offender:
•

fines up to a maximum of $100,000; or

•

a term of imprisonment of one year; or both a fine and a sentence.

Possessing, failing to prevent Aquatic Invasive Species from breeding, shipping or transporting or failing
to safely dispose of waters used to clean or remove mussels for a first time offender:
•

fines up to a maximum of $50,000; or

•

a term of imprisonment not exceeding 6 months; or both a fine and a sentence.
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Summary of biology and impacts of zebra and quagga mussels
Zebra and quagga mussels are freshwater species that re-engineer the entire ecosystem. They are native
to the Ponto-Caspian region in Eastern Europe that were introduced to the Great Lakes in the 1980s.
Since then, they have become widespread in eastern Canada and the United States (US), but have also
recently arrived in the western US (see maps). While not currently present in British Columbia (BC) or in
adjacent waters, they could survive in our waters causing serious impacts on lake rearing salmonids
species such as sockeye salmon that depending on planktonic food sources in their earlier life stages.
The establishment of these mussels in BC could affect the viability of a large number of important
commercial, recreational and First Nation fisheries. It would likely also significantly impact threatened
native mussels in BC like the Rocky Mountain Ridged Mussel.
Unlike our native mussels they can attach to hard surfaces which allows them to be moved by boats and
equipment trailered between water bodies. Where introduced these mussels clog water pipes in
hydrodams, municipal water supplies and irrigation systems, causing significant economic damage. A
recent review of economic impacts of zebra mussels in the eastern US, estimated $268 million in zebra
mussel-related impacts just to drinking water and power plant facilities from 1989 to 2004. A BC specific
economic risk assessment estimates annual costs of $9.2 Million to hydro and water facilities alone.
These species can be moved between watersheds
while attached as juvenile or adult mussels, 2mm5cm in size, to watercrafts that are trailered between
water bodies. Mussels can survive for extended
periods out of the water and can be easily overlooked
in the smaller juvenile stages when attached to a
boat. Their microscopic free-swimming larvae can
also survive for up to 27 days in standing water in
boats or other equipment.
Once introduced to a watershed the species can
spread rapidly downstream through its free
swimming larval stages (see figure of life cycle). Zebra
mussels have been found on recreational water crafts
entering the Columbia River Basin, but due to
intensive boat inspection programs in Washington,
Idaho, Montana and Oregon, infested boats are
decontaminated before proceeding into the Columbia
Basin.
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Fig 1: Life cycle of zebra mussel, note the size and
planktonic (free swimming phase) vs benthic
(attached phase). Source 100th Meridian Initiative

Identification
Zebra and quagga mussels are relatively small mussels, ranging in size rom 1mm to 3cm /1 inch as fully
grown adults. They often have the characteristic zebra or quagga stripes, but not always, shells can also
be more brown or cream coloured. Their shape resembles a propeller blade. One distinguishing feature
is that they can attach to solid surfaces, often forming clumps, like some marine mussels.

Example of zebra and quagga mussels:

Scale in cm’s

In comparison our native mussels are much larger have a different shape and cannot attach to hard
substrate. For comparison see the pictures below.

5cm

5cm
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Identification of high risk watercrafts
Definition of High Risk Watercraft/Equipment – Any vessel or piece of equipment that has been in any
province/ state known or suspected of having zebra or quagga mussels in the past 30 days or any
watercraft or equipment that is coming from a state / province that has quagga or zebra mussel
infestations (see maps and list) and is not clean, and to the extent practical, drained and dry. See the
decision matrix for guidance, orange and red boxes mark high risk watercrafts.
NOTE: Watercraft/equipment that have been moored or been in the water for several days or longer
pose the highest level of risk for attached mussels, while all watercraft with on-board raw water systems
present some elevated level of risk for mussel larvae contamination regardless of the length of
exposure. Generally speaking, the longer the period of exposure, the higher the risk of finding attached
mussels.
High Risk Watercrafts need to be closer inspected according to the Decision Matrix (orange and red
boxes) and might have to be decontaminated and potentially subsequesnt quarantine of the boat. This
is a time consuming operation that should only be undertaken by trained personal. Please contact the
Report all Poachers and Polluters hotline 1-877-952-7277 if you come across a boat that requires
contamination and you do not have the equipment and trained staff available. The further down for
more details
Following the decontamination boats that have been out of the water for less than 30 days and had
mussels attached, need to be quarantined for 30 days. The purpose of the quarantine is to ensure that
any mussels potentially missed in the decontamination will die, as well that any hidden mussels that
were killed during the decontamination but could not be removed will emerge during the period.
Low Risk Watercrafts are all water crafts that have only been used within British Columbia or other noncontaminated provinces or states within the last 30 days, see the decision matrix (green boxes). The
contact with the owners during an inspection should still be used as an outreach opportunity to inform
about Clean Drain and Dry, but then released as soon as possible.

Additional information:
See the additional information provided further down regarding inspections and decontamination. See
the 100th Meridian Initiative website inspection and decontamination video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX8TmwTx-tU .
The decontamination standards follow the Uniform Minimum Protocols and Standards for Watercraft
Interception Programs for Dreissenid Mussels in the Western United States (January 2012 Version)
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Definition of Clean Drain and Dry
All vessels launching into BC waters are encouraged to follow Clean Drain and Dry, this approach
applies to all boats in the GREEN category according to the flow chart
Clean - Absent visible Aquatic Invasive Species or attached vegetation, dirt, debris or surface deposits
including mussel shells or residue on the watercraft, trailer, outdrive or equipment that could mask the
presence of attached mussels
Drained - To the extent practical, all water drained from any live-well, bait-well, storage compartment,
bilge area, engine compartment, deck, ballast tank, water storage and delivery systems, cooler or other
water storage area on the watercraft, trailer, engine or equipment
Dry - No visible sign of standing water, or in the case of equipment, wetness on or in the watercraft,
trailer, engine or equipment
Water craft inspections are time and personal intensive and can lead to frustrating hold ups for
recreational boaters, therefore a separation of boats into low and high risk boats greatly improves
efficiencies.
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Watercraft decision flow chart
This decision flow chart is intended to distinguish low risk vs high risk boats, trailers, fishing
equipment or other water based recreational equipment with respect to their likelihood to transport
zebra and quagga mussels. It also lays out the resulting actions recommended according to Schedule 4
of the Controlled Alien Species Regulations.
Assessment is based on two simple questions:
1. When was your boat last in the water, has it been less than 30 days?
2. Where was your boat in the water in the last 30 days?
Where was the boat in the
water in the last 30 days?

Within British Columbia

Inform about Clean Drain
and Dry -> Release

In a non-contaminated
province / state, see map

Inform about Clean Drain
and Dry -> Release

In a contaminated
province/ state, see map
How long has the boat
been out of water?

More than 30 days

Yes

Inspect – mussels
present, wet areas?

No

No

Inform about Clean
Drain and Dry -> Release

Yes

Prevent boat from launching and call Report All
Poachers and Polluters line 1-877-952-7277 or *7277
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Source areas for zebra and quagga mussels
The Controlled Alien Species Regulation lists under Schedule 5 Section 9 the following provinces and
states as contaminated as of December 2012:
Canada
Ontario

Quebec

USA
Alabama
Connecticut
Kentucky
Minnesota
New Mexico
Pennsylvania
Vermont

Arizona
Illinois
Louisiana
Mississippi
New York
South Dakota
West Virginia

Arkansas
Indiana
Maryland
Missouri
North Dakota
Tennessee
Wisconsin

California
Iowa
Massachusetts
Nebraska
Ohio
Texas

Colorado
Kansas
Michigan
Nevada
Oklahoma
Utah

NOTE: The most up to date information is available via the USGS website, which includes static and
zoom able maps of all know locations with introduced zebra and quagga mussels
http://nas.er.usgs.gov/taxgroup/mollusks/zebramussel/ .
US states currently considered free of zebra and quagga mussels are: Alaska Washington, Idaho,
Montana, Oregon and Wyoming

The current distribution of zebra and quagga mussels in North America click here for latest version
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The current distribution of zebra and quagga mussels in the western US. Please note that this map lists
the waterbodies in the western US with known zebra or quagga mussel populations.
For the latest version click here or go to the USGS Aquatic Nuisance Species Zebra and Quagga Mussels
website and look for ‘Zebra and Quagga Mussel Distribution in the Western United States’
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BC High Risk Watercraft Inspection and Decontamination Form
Inspection location:_______________________________ Date/Time: ____________________________________________
Vessel registration#:_______________________________ Vehicle reg#: ____________________ Trailer reg#: ___________
Reason for inspection:
 Out of Province registered, or used out of province within last 30 days
 Been in contaminated waters within the last 30 days (Name/ State or Prov): _______________ Days out of water: ______
 Standing water present

Engine cooling water present

Dirty/Crusty/slimy below water line

 Other:
VESSEL INSPECTION (inspect very methodically and carefully)
 Place blocks under the trailer wheels during your inspection
Overall look and feel of the hull:

Clean/smooth

Bumpy/sandpaper (use magnifying glass to look for mussels)

 Ask owner to remove plugs
 Vessel Exterior checked
 Entire hull
 Transom
 Anchors and ropes
 Water holding pockets
 Motor well

 Trim tabs (top & bottom)
 Transducers
 Depth sounders
 Recessed bolts
 Cavitation plates

 Through hull fittings
 Pitot tubes
 Water intakes/Outlets
 PWC-foot recesses
 Lights

SAILBOATS
 Centreboard box
 Rudder and transom
 Keel
 Fittings

 Motor checked
 Exterior housing
 Rudders

 Propeller assembly
 Propulsion system

 Propeller shaft
 Lower unit

 Prop. shaft supports
 Gimbel area

 Propeller guards
 Water intake/outlets

 Trailer checked
 Rollers, bunks, pads
 Trailer springs

 Licence plate
 Fenders

 trailer lights
 Pockets and hollows

 Trailer wiring
 Wheels and tires

 Trailer axels
 Hangers

 Interior/Equipment Checked
 Bait and live wells
 Anchors

 Internal ballast tanks
 Waterfowl decoys

 PFD’s
 Nets

 Float cushion/belts
 Water skis and ropes

 Rope & equipment lockers
 Other

 Vessel thoroughly drained
 Bilge plug or pump

 Bait and wells

 Drain inboard motors fully by pulling plugs

 Ballast tanks

 Drain and lower unit on outboard

 Drain water cooled generators, swamp coolers with plugs
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Actions taken
 Inform about Clean Drain and Dry

 Requires decontamination

 Requires 30 day quarantine

 Requires re-inspection after quarantine
Closeout (if nothing is found)
 Ask owner to replace bilge or other plugs

 remove wheel blocks

 Yell “stand clear”

 Thank them for following Clean, Drain and Dry
Vessel inspection findings
 Did not find any signs of mussels
 Boat poses a risk because:  Boat last used in contaminated waterbody
 Signs of mussel

 Standing water

 Other

Inspection completed in accordance with provincial standards:

Inspected by (print name): _______________________________

Inspected by (signature): _________________________________
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 Less than 30 day drying time
Water in cooling/ ballast/ other systems

Decontamination requirements summary
All boats in the high risk categories (orange or red) according to the flow chart need to be fully
decontaminated. This is a time consuming operation that should only be undertaken by trained
personal. Please contact the Report all Poachers and Polluters hotline 1-877-952-7277 if you come
across a boat that requires contamination and you do not have the equipment and trained staff
available.
These protocols follow the Uniform Minimum Protocols and Standards for Watercraft Interception
Programs for Dreissenid Mussels in the Western United States (January 2012 Version)
WARNING: WATERCRAFT/ENGINE DAMAGE CAN OCCUR IF DECONTAMINATION PROTOCOLS ARE NOT
CAREFULLY FOLLOWED
Boat and trailer: First step s to make sure the boat is Clean, all visible material like mud, plants, or other
dirt is removed, drained, water as much as possible is drained.
Boat hull: where there is no risk of damaging through hull fittings, gimbal areas etc, needs to be
pressure washed so that al areas are exposed for 10 sec to 60degC water at a pressure of more than
3000psi not exceeding 3500psi. Where there is heavy encrusting, use plastic scrapers to remove the
material first.
Engine area, through hull fittings, sensitive hull areas: Flush those areas where pressure may damage
the watercraft or equipment (such as the rubber-boot in the gimbal area). A brush may also be used in
conjunction with flushing to remove more mussels from hard to access areas. Maintain 70secs of
exposure at 60degC to make sure all mussels are sufficiently heated to be killed.
Live well, bait well, wet storage compartments, bilge areas: First drain and then flush with 55degC
water and maintain contact time of 70 seconds to kill any mussels and veligers that might be present.
Alternatively live /bait well, bilge areas can be filled with 55°C water and held for 30 seconds, and then
drained. If the fill method is used, care must be taken in the bilge area to not flood the engine.
Engine cooling system: Using the right attachment flush the engine with 60deg C connected to the
power wash unit or other hot water source, start the engine and run for 130 seconds to kill mussels in
the engine cooling system. To avoid engine damage only idle the engine and do not exceed this time
frame.
Ballast tanks: Since some ballast tank pats might be only built to withstand 49degC flush the tanks at
this temperature and retain water for at least 130 seconds.
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